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What matters is not limited to lines and surfaces. Office furniture should 
be like those landmark buildings, integrating technology innovation and 
fashion aesthetics, and standing out in a unique style. I hope Aulenti could 
be the best practice of this.



Everything we do is about allowing technology to express itself in a more 
poetic way, achieving an interaction between technology and design. 
Technological innovation, quality details, human expression, and any 
element in the interior atmosphere are all indispensable.

Aulenti is the result of expressing technology through design.

Aulenti embodies aesthetic pursuit with a graceful exterior featuring a 
firm, steady base design, precise lines, and borderless, extending curves 
accented by back cabinet lighting. It epitomizes "beauty and strength", 
merging rigid and soft elements. We hope that Aulenti can become a new 
model of contemporary office spaces' aesthetics and functionality.

Steven, Sunon Product Director

Space of 
Beauty and Strength
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If we say “architecture revives a city”, 
then office desks should almost determine the 
office environment.
The powerful front contour,
and those diamond-like splendid curves
are all inspired by the dual edged infinite display 
of Galaxy S8.
The concise and bright shape of crossed desk 
legs demonstrate a perfect combination of 
strength and beauty.
Special formaldehyde-free water-based dual 
varnishing technology helps to create a greener 
and friendlier office atmosphere. 

Break the Boundary, Empower the Beauty
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The cable-stayed design of the framework 
is the essence of Aulenti’s “strength and beauty”.
It is like the immense whale bone, 
stable and full of dynamic sense.
It is like the antenna of City of Arts and Sciences in Valencia, 
perfectly integrating art, technology, beauty and strength.

Innovation, for the Eyes that Perceive Beauty
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3 Hidden Wireless Charging
Wireless charging is concealed on the desktop; simply place your phone to 
charge without messy cables.

4 Spacious CPU Cabinet
The spacious open cabinet can accommodate different items and keep them 
neat. The cable passthrough allows a flexible power supply for the CPU.

2 Refined Storage
Partitioned storage drawers make it easy to categorize small office items, 
keeping everything organized.

1 Fingerprint Lock
Eliminate the hassle of key and password, ensuring confidential protection with 
strong security and high convenience.

The octagon shape makes it both elegant and lively.
The extension of cable-stayed design matches 
perfectly with the main desk.
Large-capacity drawer makes the whole space clean 
and organized.
Every line and every detail elaborates the conciseness 
and luxury of Aulenti. 

Side Cabinets that are Also Highlights
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The minimalist geometric designs serve both 
display and storage functions effectively. The 
display area is illuminated with sensor lights, 
while the storage area features push-to-open 
cabinets with wardrobe sections. With a net 
width of over 600mm, clothes can hang without 
squeezing, and built-in retractable rods ensure 
wrinkle-free access.

The Beauty of Geometric Design



The minimalist-designed Aulenti seat is available in four classic color schemes. 
Three unique armrest designs interpret workplace style in different scenarios. 
Enjoy a luxurious and comfortable sitting experience now.
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The chair's body is molded like water and crafted with a 6mm narrow-edge design, 
which exudes meticulous craftsmanship quality. Every inch is considered, all for delicacy.

Luxurious Seat Details
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Long and graceful lines, balanced proportions
Merging delicate texture with lightweight design
Creating an energetic spatial ambiance
Adjust from 106° to 121° with a four-level tilt 
mechanism for seamless switching between 
work, focus, and nap.

Stylish Attractive Appearance
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Aulenti introduces Italian-type elegance into sofa design. 
The crease of Nappa looks classic and graceful, 
and feels plump and elastic by touching.
The fine and firm texture 
and the dark coffee tone
make it elegant, elaborated, 
and suitable for treating visitors.
All these are the style and quality of Aulenti.

Graceful and Exquisite Sofa
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The octagonal desktop 
looks infinite with the extension of lines.
The wood grain texture 
outlines a sense of mystery and mildness.
The smoothly forged desk legs look powerful
but never too aggressive. 
The meeting space is neat, steady and trendy.
It is unique and shows professional demeanor.

Urban Elite
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Empower remote video and long meetings with Aulenti Series conference tables featuring 
versatile sockets. Optional under-table sockets provide accessible and stable power.

Easy Power Access, Efficient Video Conferencing
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The Aulenti Series, in sizes from 2800mm to 8400mm, accommodates meetings of 
all sizes. It is versatile for internal communication or external receptions and suits 
diverse space scenarios.

Adapt to Various Spaces
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Upgrade your tea ritual with the optional water 
boiling module, from water supply to brewing.

Cultural charm unfolds in the fusion of warm wood grain and 
natural Wujinshi tea trays.

Reach for the Tea
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Executive Desk

ED88L/R
W3200*D2250*H760(mm)
W2800*D2250*H760(mm)

ED87L/R
W2400*D2050*H760(mm)

Meeting Table

Meeting Table Meeting Table

ED77
W6600*D2000*H760(mm)
W8400*D2000*H760(mm)

ED76
W2400*D800*H700(mm)

SFJ001
W210*D50*H60(mm)

W4800*D1600*H760(mm)

ED78
W3600*D1500*H760(mm)
W2800*D1200*H760(mm)

Material

Walnut
W-24B

Meteor Gray
W-32B

Polar Night Black
E-11

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

Sofa

SA90.1
W850*D900*H820(mm)

CAL75GC
W680*D590*H720(mm)

Material

ZP201 ZP9817 ZP553 ZP9815 ZP2440 ZP9922

Half Leather

TP-ZP21H

Nappa

TP-ZP50H

Specifications Specifications

Cabinet

ED98
W3830*D560*H2130(mm)

ED97
W3200*D560*H2130(mm)

ED96
W2530*D430*H2130(mm)

Material

TPH-EPU10 TPH-EPU21TPH-EPU11 TPH-EPU14

Chair

CAL81KC
W764*D650*H1170(mm)

CAL63KC/KP
W629*D654*H970(mm)

CAL82KC/KP
W665*D650*H1170(mm)

CAL72KC/KP
W665*D620*H970(mm)

CAL83KC/KP
W629*D650*H1170(mm)

CAL73KC/KP
W629*D620*H970(mm)

CAL61KC/KP
W764*D654*H970(mm)

CAL74KC/KP
W629*D620*H834(mm)

CAL62KC/KP
W665*D654*H970(mm)

TP-LZ11 TP-LZ37 TP-LZ02 TP-LZ27

Half LeatherEPU

Round-Backed Armchair




